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What is a Lab-Grown
Diamond?

Lab-Grown Diamonds are redefining the jewelry industry
by being the new-age, sustainable and ethical alternative
to mined diamonds. These diamonds are grown by
replicating the earth's organic processes by experienced
scientists. Lab-Grown Diamonds are made up of the same
DNA and carbon as mined diamonds. They are physically
chemically and optically identical to natural diamonds.



Welcome to the Lab:
The Formation of a
Lab-Grown Diamond

I. High Pressure, High Temperature (HPHT)
Within this method, synthetic diamonds are produced in laboratories
that mimic the high pressure and high temperature conditions of a
natural diamond formation in the earth.
Fun Fact: To make diamonds more colorless, this process can also be
used to change the color of diamonds into pink, blue or yellow.

II. Chemical Vapor Deposition (CVD)
A newer technique, it enables scientists to grow diamonds using
moderate temperatures and lower pressures. Carbon-containing gas is
pumped into a vacuum chamber, depositing onto a diamond seed and
crystallizing as a Lab-Grown Diamond. The eventual size of the
diamond depends on the time allowed for growth. 



How Do You
Identify a
Lab-Grown
Diamond? Lab-Grown Diamonds can look exactly the same as natural

diamonds to the unaided eye. Their identity can usually
only be determined by gemological laboratories using
specialized instruments. These instruments detect minor
differences in trace elements and crystal growth to
determine whether a diamond is synthetic or natural.

A Lab-Grown Diamond (left) and a natural diamond (right)
can appear identical to the naked eye. 



Lab-Grown Diamonds vs.
Mined Diamonds

Lab-Grown Diamonds display the same
physical, chemical and optical characteristics
as mined diamonds. Man-made diamonds are

nearly impossible to differentiate from
natural diamonds. Lab-Grown Diamonds can

be distinguished from mined diamonds
only with tests using specialized equipment. 

Lab-Grown Diamonds vs.
Diamond Simulants

There are many diamond simulants available
in the market, such as cubic zirconia, crystals
and moissanite. It's important to understand

that although these simulants may look
similar, they are however not true carbon
crystals. Only Lab-Grown Diamonds are
made of the same chemical and physical

composition unique to natural diamonds. 



Lab-Grown Diamonds undergo grading
and certification similar to mined
diamonds, by adhering to the 4 Cs:

I. Cut
II. Clarity
III. Color
IV. Carat

How Are Lab-Grown
Diamonds Graded? 

Gem Labs That Grade Lab-Grown
Diamonds:



The Benefits of
Lab-Grown Diamonds

Value
Lab-Grown Diamonds can be produced
in large quantities in just a few weeks.
This makes them less expensive than
natural diamonds of comparable size and
quality.  

Range of Color Options 
In addition to colorless stones,
Lab-Grown Diamonds are available in
colors that are extremely rare and
expensive in natural form.

Beauty
Lab-Grown Diamonds shine
and sparkle just like natural
diamonds.

Eco-Friendly & Sustainable
Lab-Grown Diamonds have
minimal environmental impact.  



Articles About
Lab-Grown Diamonds
https://wwd.com/accessories-news/jewelry/what-to-watch-the-debate-
between-natural-and-lab-grown-diamonds-gets-hotter-1234686163/

https://www.forbes.com/sites/pamdanziger/2020/10/30/lab-grown-
diamonds-need-to-be-on-every-jewelry-stores-shopping-list/?
sh=3af65d0a21cd

https://www.forbes.com/sites/forbesbusinesscouncil/2020/06/15/the-
new-reality-of-diamonds/?sh=67266d1751f7

https://www.forbes.com/sites/abinlot/2019/12/20/what-makes-lab-
grown-diamonds-a-more-affordable-and-sustainable-alternative-to-
mined-diamonds/?sh=1f369cc164b8

https://www.wsj.com/articles/for-engagement-rings-are-natural-
diamonds-on-the-way-out-11601045092

https://wwd.com/business-news/financial/lab-grown-diamond-label-
kimai-a-meghan-markle-favorite-raises-1-2m-series-a-investment-
1203368155/



Lab-Grown Diamond
Celebrity Spottings
We're not the only ones celebrating the
fact Lab-Grown Diamonds exist! Some of
our favorite celebrities were spotted in
them too!

Seen here: Lady Gaga in Anabela Chan
Earrings, Emma Watson in a Vrai & Oro
Necklace, Zoe Kravitz in Anabela Chan
Earrings & Meghan Markle in Kimai
Earrings 



We hope you learned valuable
information from our

Lab-Grown Diamond guide!


